Abstract. We have proposed a spatial diversity scheme to mitigate the influence of atmospheric turbulence on the system employing Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) state. The results show that, in comparison with the system without diversity, the ratio of SNR tends to two in weak turbulent region, and the ratio tends to one as the strength of turbulence increases. The diversity scheme has efficiently mitigated the influence of atmospheric turbulence at weak turbulence.
Introduction
Orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light is an attractive degree of freedom for fundamental studies in quantum mechanics [1] . A light beam has spin angular momentum if all its polarization vectors rotate, whereas it possesses orbital angular momentum (OAM) if its phase structure rotates. In 1992, it was shown by Allen et al. that in the paraxial regime, an
e vortex phase structure of a circularly symmetric beam corresponds to  units of OAM [2] . Since then, OAM of light has been found as a useful tool in a variety of applications [3] [4] [5] [6] . It has been suggested that OAM encoding can be used alongside polarization to increase the channel capacity of communication systems [7] . The use of a multi-level encoding basis such as the OAM basis can increase the tolerance of quantum key distribution (QKD) systems to eavesdropping [8] . In addition, the multiplexing schemes for OAM states have demonstrated both in free-space optical communications (FSO) and fiber-optical communications system to increase the bandwidth efficiency [6, 9, 10] .
However, OAM is susceptible to the atmospheric turbulence (AT) [7, 11] . Many methods have been studied to mitigate the influence of AT [12, 13] . For example, Djordjevic et al. demonstrated to improve the performance of an OAM communication link under turbulent aberration by using LDPC-coded OAM [12] . Zhao et al. proposed two aberration correction methods to mitigate the effect of atmosphere turbulence in OAM state propagation [13] . On the other hand, diversity techniques can provide signal redundancy which mitigates the fading induced by atmospheric turbulence [14] [15] .
In this paper, we propose a mitigation scheme on the influence of AT by the diversity technique. The performance of the proposed diversity system is analyzed. In the scheme, a single simplifying assumption that the transmit apertures are small compared to the received diffracted beam spot and the turbulence coherence cell is employed which is valid for many practical free space optical (FSO) systems. No limitations are imposed on the link range, receive aperture diameter, or transmitter separation. Fig. 1 A line-of-sight free-space multi-beam optical communication system carrying OAM, with N OAM transmitted sources and only one received aperture with radius R . As illustrated in Fig.1 , a line-of-sight multi-beam atmospheric optical communication system is considered where N laser sources located at the transmit plane with radius ' R emit OAM beams towards a large R aperture located at the receive plane. Here, "large" aperture refers to an aperture with diameter on the order of or larger than the turbulence coherence length. The optical field collected at the large aperture is focused by the receiver lens to the photo-detection area located at the detector plane. The propagation distance is L . The i-th source is assumed as a pure vortex beam [11] , located at i t r  ' of the transmitted plane.
System Model
where i m represents the OAM state number, A denotes thes amplitude of the pure vortex beam. Assume the total transmitted power is P , and all the sources have the same transmitted power. Assume L is long enough. The received field at the receiver aperture from the i-th source can be described as )) ,
where ) , ( r t i  describe the phase fluctuations caused by AT. Hence, the total received field is then given by,
Therefore, the total optical power collected by the receiver aperture with radius 
where n A is the coefficient at OAM n state,
Without loss of generality, two transmitted sources with distance d is considered for the diversity model for simplification, where the sources are located at 2 / ' . Since the aberrations introduced by AT are normal random variables, the total received optical power can be expressed by the ensemble average,
and the averaged received optical power for the n OAM component is,
where )
where L is propagation distance, k is wave number, and 2 n C is the refractive index structure constant.
The average Signal-to-noise rate (SNR) of the received n OAM state field is defined as
where 2  is the variance of the noise.
In comparison, the total received optical power and the received n OAM state optical power with only one transmitted source are given as following, where the transmit source is assumed to locate at 0
and
The ratio of The results show that the ratio value tends to two in weak turbulent region, and the ratio tends to one as the strength of turbulence increases. It is indicated that the diversity can efficiently mitigate the influence of weak AT, and the diversity scheme has a better performance when d is smaller.
Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed a diversity scheme to mitigate the influence of AT on the system using OAM state. The results show that，in comparison with the system without diversity, the ratio of   SNR tends to two in weak turbulent region, and the ratio tends to one as the strength of turbulence increases. The diversity scheme have efficiently mitigated the influence of AT in weak turbulent region, and the diversity scheme has a better performance when d is smaller.
